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David Rodriguez
being that these shows will be alongside dinner, security will be our typical restaurant staff,
 and will fall to the MOD. 

David Rodriguez
Staff will be in their regular work uniform, and will be easily identified in the restaurant.

David Rodriguez
Management will supervise the lot, and we will have security cameras with full view
of the lot. On busy nights staff will be designated to ensure orderly entrance and exit at open
and close.

David Rodriguez
The entrance will be managed by our host;

David Rodriguez
guests will be greeted, and either head to an open seat at the bar, or will be guided by the host
to their dining table, similar to any other dining experience. 

David Rodriguez
Unruly or intoxicated patrons will be identified and managed by our bar staff, per Responsible
Service guidelines. We wouldn’t anticipate having any more of these incidents than a typical restaurant,
but have completed our Alcohol Manager Certification, and will handle them per the guidelines.

David Rodriguez
Being that this is a high end restaurant and not a club with a dance floor, patrons will be easy to keep tabs on while they dine at their tables. Servers and bartenders will keep and eye on their patrons, and managers will keep watch over the facility.

David Rodriguez
ID’s will be checked for anyone appearing to be under 40. ID’s deemed to be fake after a visual check
will be confiscated long enough to contact the authorities.

David Rodriguez

David Rodriguez
Restaurant staff will have clean up duties as part of closing work; the patio, parking lot, and interior of the restaurant will be cleaned daily, and litter will be picked up daily as well. We don’t anticipate crowds at really any point as guests will mostly arrive at, and leave at different times depending on when their meal begins and ends.

David Rodriguez
We have not begun the hiring process yet.




